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District:   KAMRUP.  

IN THE COURT OF CIVIL JUDGE NO. 3, KAMRUP, GUWAHATI.

Present:- Sri S. K. Poddar, A.J.S.   Civil Judge No. 3, Kamrup, Guwahati.  
Thursday, the 20  th   Day of December, 2012.  

Title Appeal No. 81/2011

Shri Swarup Kumar Jain & Ors.…….. Appellants/Defendants                                  -Versus-Shri Loknath Sharma .......... Respondent/plaintiff.
This appeal coming on for final hearing on 04.12.2012 in the presence of Mr. S.S. Sharma            ……       Sr. Advocate/Pleader for Appellants.Mr. R.K. Bhuyan               ....      Advocate/Pleader for Respondent.And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following Judgment:-

J U D G M E N T

1. This appeal  u/s 96 r/w Order 41 & 43 of the CPC has been preferred by the defendants/appellants against the judgment and decree 
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dated 20/08/11 passed by learned Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati in Title Suit No. 483/07.                                                      ……..  Contd.. at P/22. On  receipt  of  the  appeal  memo,  same  was  admitted  for hearing and notice was issued to the plaintiff/respondent and case record of Title Suit No. 483/2007 was called for. Respondent appeared through his engaged Advocate and contested the appeal.3. I  have  heard  learned  advocates  for  both  the  sides,  gone through the appeal memo and the case record of Title Suit No. 483/2007. 4. The facts leading to the suit (TS 483/2007), in brief, are that the  predecessor-in-interest  of  the  defendants  was  a  tenant  under  the plaintiff and on the death of the original tenant, now the defendants are occupying  the  suit  premises.  The  plaintiff  alleged  that  the  defendants have defaulted in payment of rent since February, 1985 and thereafter started depositing rent in the Court, but they were irregular in depositing rent through court and thus became defaulter. It is also pleaded that in spite of having own house, plaintiff and his family is compelled to stay in a  rented  premises  and is  carrying their  business  from another  rented premises.  It  is further pleaded that plaintiff’s  family has expanded and plaintiff is also planning to expand his business for which considerable space is required. As such, plaintiff pleaded that he is in need of the suit premises on bonafide requirement too. It is also pleaded that in the year 2004,  a  talk  for  negotiation  took  place  and  the  defendants  agreed  to vacate  the  suit  premises  within  short  period  but  did  not  do  so.  The defendants has several other shops and own house. Hence, the suit for ejectment, recovery of khas possession and realisation of arrear rent.  5. The defendants contested the suit by filing written statement. Apart  from  the  usual  plea  like  suit  is  not  maintainable,  barred  by limitation, bad for mis-joinder and non-joinder of parties pleaded that the suit  premises is not required bonafide by the plaintiff.  The defendants denied the averments of default in payment of rent and stated that due to refusal by plaintiff to accept the rent, since May, 1985 the defendant are depositing  rent  regularly  in  Court  through  NJ  cases.  According  to  the defendants,  the plaintiff  has other plots of land and house at Guwahati 
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and as such, his requirement is not bonafide. With the above pleadings, the defendants prayed to dismiss the suit with cost.         ……..  Contd.. at P/36.          On the above pleadings, both sides went on trial with following issues :-1. Whether the suit is maintainable?2. Whether the suit is bad for mis-joinder and/or non-joinder of  

necessary parties?3. Whether the suit is properly valued and proper court fee is paid  

thereon?4. Whether the defendants are defaulter in payment of rent and  

as such are liable to be evicted?5. Whether  the suit premise is bonafide required by the plaintiff  

and his family members for their own use and occupation?6. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to realise the arrear rent from  

the defendants with interest?7. To what other relief/reliefs the plaintiff is entitled?7.              During trial, the plaintiff examined 5 witnesses whereas the defendants examined one witness. Defendant side also produced lots of documents  of  NJ  cases  particularly  the  challans  of  depositing  monthly rent.  After  hearing  arguments  of  Ld.  Advocates  of  both sides and also upon going through the record and evidence, Ld. Trial Court was pleased to decree the suit of the plaintiff for ejectment of the defendants and also for recovery of arrear rents. 8. Against the above judgment and decree, the defendants have preferred the instant appeal on the following amongst other grounds:-
a) That the Ld. Trial Court did not frame the  proper issues and 

also did not decide the issues properly;

b) That the Ld. Court below did not discuss the evidence properly;

c) That  the  Ld.  Trial  Court  has  mis-read  the  oral  and  

documentary evidence as adduced by the parties and came to a wrong  

conclusion;

d) That the findings of the Ld. Trial Court regarding holding of the  

appellants as defaulter is perverse;
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e) That the findings of the Ld. Trial Court regarding the bonafide  

need  of  the  plaintiff  is  also  not  true  in  view  of  the  inadmissible  

evidence;                                                                                ……..  Contd.. at P/4

f) That  by  refusing  to  issue  summons to  Sheristadar,  Ld.  Trial  

Court has illegally passed the order dated 25/11/10 causing prejudice  

to the defendants/appellants;

g) That Hon'ble High Court in CRP No. 497/10 vide its order dated  

10/5/11 has granted the opportunity to raise the point of  rejection  

order dated 25/11/10 before this Court and as such, it is a fit case for  

remand with a direction to examine the Sheristadar of the office of  

Munsiff No. 1;

h) That the concerned clerk  maintaining NJ cases  has failed to  

perform his duties in handling the NJ cases resulting to dismissal of the  

NJ cases and ultimately affected the judgment;

i) That  the  defendants  should  not  be  held  responsible  for  the  

negligence of the concerned clerk handling the NJ cases for improper  

maintenance of the record/not passing orders/attaching challans with  

the concerned records;

j) That Ld. Trial Court has overlooked the fact of non-joinder of  

the firm namely M/S Jain Agencies;

k) That Ld. Trial Court has failed to consider the fact of limitation  

in filing the suit;

l) That Ld. Trial Court has failed to consider the challans of NJ  

cases as proved and illegally relied upon some non-proved statements;

m) That the judgment and decree passed by the Ld. Court below is  

perverse and needs to be set aside.   

POINT FOR DETERMINATION :-9. (i) Whether the order dated 25/11/10 rejecting the petition of the  defendants  for  allowing  them  to  examine  official  witness  has caused prejudice to appellants, and if so, whether they are entitled for examining the said witness as additional evidence u/o 41 Rule 27 CPC ?
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(ii) Whether the judgment passed by the Ld. Trial  Court is just and proper or needs interference in this appeal?10.             It may be noted here that after filing of the appeal, in view of the order dated 10/05/11 of the                                          ……..  Contd.. at P/5Hon'ble Gauhati High Court, as passed in CRP No. 497/10; appellant side has filed a petition under Order XLI Rule 27 CPC for allowing them to adduce additional evidence. Vide above order Hon'ble Gauhati High Court, has given the liberty to the appellant/defendant to raise the legality of the order dated 25/11/10 while preferring appeal against the decree. It was also  provided  that  in  the  event  of  conclusion  that  the  order  dated 25/11/10 as passed by the Ld. Trial Court was not tenable in law, this Court shall pass necessary order on the petition under Order XLI Rule 27 CPC by allowing  the  parties  to  adduce additional  evidence before  this Court or by way of remanding the suit for taking additional evidence by trial Court. 11. During hearing on the petition u/o 41 R 27, learned advocate for both sides conceded that the legality of the order dated 25/11/2010 should  be  considered  at  the  time  of  final  hearing  of  this  appeal  and accordingly the point No. 1 is framed as above. 12. During final hearing of this appeal, Mr. S.S. Sharma, learned senior  Advocate for  the appellant after  making his submissions on the point of defaulter (issue No. 4) requested this Court to remand the case for examination of the official witness i.e. Sheristadar of Munsiff No. 1 to prove the way of maintenance of NJ cases. Refuting the above arguments, Ld. Advocate Mr. R.K. Bhuyan, appearing for the respondent, submitted that the materials on record shows that the case was not decreed on the ground  of  defaulter  for  negligence  on  the  part  of  the  office  clerk  in maintaining the NJ records, rather trial Court has considered the entire materials on record and came to an independent conclusion on the point of defaulter and as such, the petition u/o 41 R 27 CPC should be rejected. 13. I  have  given  my  consideration  on  the  above  submissions. Thereafter,  on  my  insistence,  Ld.  Advocate  for  both  the  sides  made detailed  arguments  on  merit  of  the  appeal  and  on  all  the  issues.  For 
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determining the point No. 1, I am of the opinion that a detailed discussion on the evidence on record is found necessary and as such, I took up the Point Nos. 1 and 2 together for discussion issue wise as framed by the Ld. Trial Court.                                                                                    ……..  Contd.. at P/614. Before this, I would like to point out that though appellant has raised the issue of non-framing of proper issues by the trial Court,  but during  appeal  hearing,  no  such  question  has  been  raised  and  it  was submitted that Court can decide the suit on the issues framed by trial Court. 15. Issue Nos. 1, 2 and 3 :- Issue No. 1 relates to maintainability of the suit, issue No. 2 relates to mis-joinder and non-joinder of parties and  issue  No.  3  relates  to  valuation  of  the  suit  and  Court  fees  paid thereupon.  Ld.  trial  Court  while  deciding  the  above  three  issues,  has discussed the  material  on record and held the  issues  in  favour  of  the plaintiff.  During appeal hearing,  Ld. Advocate for the appellant did not agitate the findings on this issue. I have gone through the record. Filing of a suit by an attorney of the plaintiff duly authorised under the power of attorney  is  maintainable.  Initially  though  some  questions  have  been brought regarding authority to file the suit because of non-giving specific powers to file the suit except the powers of looking after the disputed property  and  collection  of  rent  etc.;  but  the  said  irregularity  was subsequently corrected by the subsequent power of attorney vide Ext-2. It  is now well settled that though there was no authority at the initial stage,  it  is  a  curable  defect  and in  this  case,  same  has  been  done  by executing the Ext-2 power of  attorney in favour of the attorney of the plaintiff.  So  far  the  non-joinder  of  necessary  party  is  concerned,  the ground taken regarding non-joinder of Jain Stores. But on going through the  record  of  Ld.  Trial  Court,  it  appears  that  Jain  Stores  was  made defendant No. 1 and as such, there cannot be a question of non-joinder of necessary parties. Regarding valuation, proper court fees have been paid as held by the Ld. Trial Court and I found no discrepancy on the decision on the issue. As such, I concur with the findings of Issue Nos. 1, 2 and 3.
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16. Issue No. 4 :- This issue relates to defaulter in payment of rent. Before proceeding further, I would like to note here that in the plaint and evidence  plaintiff  has  asserted  that  since  1985,  the  defendants  made defaults  in  payment  of  regular  rent  to  the  plaintiff  and  also  did  not deposit the rent in Court by following the proper            ……..  Contd.. at P/7procedure as required under Section 5(4) of  Assam Urban Areas Rent Control Act, 1972 (in short Rent Control Act). However, the plaintiff has claimed for arrear rents from the month of May, 2004. On going through the plaint, it also appears that at paragraph 11, the cause of action for the suit  shown to have arisen on 07/05/2004 and thereafter  in each first week ending of subsequent months due to non-payment of rent in due time to the plaintiff and also refusal of the defendants to vacate the suit premises. At paragraph 7 of the plaint, it was also pleaded that there was various discussions for settlement and ultimately in April, 2004 in terms of the negotiations, the plaintiff has withdrawn the rent from the Court. During evidence, PW 1 in his examination-in-chief has admitted the fact of amicable settlement in April, 2004. PW 3 and 4 have also admitted the fact that in 2004 there was some verbal discussions on vacating the suit premises and defendants has agreed to vacate the suit premises within short period. In view of above admission from the plaintiff, though the Ld. Trial Court has dealt in detail regarding the defaulter part and various other  documents  of  non-payment  of  rent  prior  to  the  period  of  April, 2004,  but  I  am not  interested  to  discuss  all  these  evidence simply  by holding that this part of admission of the plaintiff amounts to waiver and estoppel of his rights on the ground of defaulter prior to April, 2004. So, the evidence and the documents prior to April, 2004 have not been taken into consideration while discussing this issue. 17.           Coming to the payment of rent from May, 2004, it is the case of the defendants  that  they are depositing rent  in Court  regularly  and to prove  this,  defendant  side  has  proved  the  challans  for  the  concerned period  till  the  date  of  giving  evidence.  The  plaintiff  side  has  denied regarding receipt of  the rent  or notices.  From the lower court records record  of  NJ  cases,  it  appears  that  defendants  have submitted  various 
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petitions for depositing rents for the said period. However, it was pointed out  by  Ld.  Advocate  for  the  respondent/plaintiff  that  in  cross-examination is admission on the part of DW that several NJ cases were dismissed and in some NJ cases no order has been passed by learned trial court.                                                                                               ……..  Contd.. at P/8In  view  of  above  facts,  which  shows  some  negligence  on  the  part  of proper maintenance, I find force in the submission of Ld. Advocate for the appellant that for the default of the Court staff  in maintaining the case records of NJ cases or passing of order by the Court after taking steps by tenant/defendant,  a  tenant  should  not  be  allowed  to  suffer  so  far  the defendant has submitted the petition of depositing the rent, tenders the challan along with steps for service of notice with proper court fees for service. 18.               It is also well settled that a tenant has to deposit the rent under the  provision of  Section 5(4)  of  Rent  Control  Act.  Any deviation  there from will make the tenant as defaulter or such deposit may be treated as bad deposit in the eye of law. It is also well settled that in case of monthly tenancy, the tenant has to offer the rent to landlord before depositing in court  and  the  deposit  must  be  made  within  15  days  when  the  rent become  due.  The  tenant  shall  have  to  deposit  the  rent  even  during pendency of the suit and subsequent part too. It is also settled that the defendant have to deposit the full rent in court and the same cannot be in installment because he has to offer the full rent to landlord and on refusal by landlord only , he can deposit the same in court. While depositing rent in court, the tenant must assert that the date and the person to whom he has offered the rent and when the acceptance was refused. 19.         In the reported case of,  Abdul  Matin  Choudhury and ors.  --vs--Nityananda Dutta Banik [1999 (2) GLT 590] Hon'ble Gauhati  High Court held that ----

(8)  *****  So,  it  is  crystal  clear  that  a  tenant  is  deemed  to  be  under  all  
liabilities as such payment of rent etc. In accordance with law all along if he  
wants  to  avail  the  protection  granted  by  rent  control  legislation.  The  
protection granted to a tenant cannot be one way traffic.  If  he wants to  
enjoy  certain  privileges  or  benefits,  the  corresponding  duty/obligation  
thrust  on  him  by  the  legislature  must  be  performed/  discharged  by  the  
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tenant. As pointed out in the case of R C. Bashak, this liability shall subsist all  
through the proceedings even when the matter may be pending in highest  
court. If at any point of time, the landlord by prudent manner can bring to  
the notice of the court even during the pendency of the proceeding that the  
tenant has failed to discharge his liabilities a right shall spring up in favour  
of the landlord to get the decree for ejectment on any of the grounds as  
incorporated in the Assam Urban Areas Rent Control Act, 1972.”

           ……..  Contd.. at P/920. While upholding the Judgment of Abdul Matin Choudhury (supra) the Division Bench of Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in Sobha Biswas and ors. -vs--Ranjit Lodh.[ 2006 (1) GLT 479] held that …
“( 16 ) ***** Accordingly, answering the referred question, we hold that a  
land lord can bring on record by proper method the subsequent event or  
facts such as default in payment of rent by the tenant during the pendency of  
the  eviction  of  proceeding  against  him  and  on  making  such  prayer  the  
tenant would be entitled to object the same, if so desire. If the learned court  
finds  that  the  tenant  has  defaulted  in  payment  of  such  rent  during  the  
pendency  of  the  ejectment  proceeding,  the  court  would  be  within  its  
jurisdiction to pass an order of ejectment treating the tenant as a defaulter  
and pass appropriate orders thereon in the same suit. The land lord cannot  
be subjected to file successive suits for ejectment on the occasion of every  
default  of  the  tenant,  committed  during  the  pendency  of  the  eviction  
proceeding.”21. Hon’ble Gauhati High Court  in the case of Satyadeo Baitha and anr. --vs-- Smti. Rajkumari Devi and ors. [2001 (3) GLT 564] held that
“( 10 ) having regard to the above decision it can be safely held that liability  
of  the  tenant  shall  subsists  all  through  the  proceedings  even  when  the  
matter is pending in the highest court. Law is very clear to the fact that once  
a tenant has failed to discharge his duties,  he is  liable to eviction at any  
stage during the pendency of any proceeding. If he is found to be a defaulter  
on the basis of the record available before the court, there is no bar that the  
court  cannot  take  into  consideration  of  the subsequent  event  during the  
pendency of the proceeding. On perusal of the record, it clearly reflects that  
the  defendant/petitioner  was  examined  on  23.  3.  87  and  during  his  
examination he has deposed as regards the payment of rent upto december,  
1985 only when he was completely silent as regards the payment of rent  
after 1985. That being the position, i am of the opinion that the appellate  
court on proper appreciation of evidence of record has rightly came to the  
final conclusion that the petitioner is a defaulter and the suit premises is  
also required for his personal occupation.”22. Hon'ble  Gauhati  High  Court  in  the  reported  case  of  Rup  Chand Daftary. . --vs-- Ashim Ranjan Modak and Anr [2000 (2) GLT 75] 
“the supreme court pointed out that the deposit in court should be made  
only after resorting to certain prescribed norms provided by the statute and  
without resorting to them if the deposit is made straightway in the court  
that is  not the deposit  in  the eye of  law and such a deposit  cannot give  
protection to (the tenant. The law is that the protection is given to a tenant  
only if the tenant complies certain requirements and if the tenant does mot  
comply with those requirements he cannot claim protection. The protection  
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is  subject  to certain condition/obligation and those condition/ obligation  
must  be  adhered  to  by  the  tenant  so  that  he  can  claim  the  benefit  of  
protection.”23. Keeping the above ratios in mind let me turn to the facts of the case in hand. There is no dispute that the monthly rent was Rs. 901/- and there was no written agreement for the tenancy.     ……..  Contd.. at P/10Though since 1985 the defendants used to deposit same amount of Rs. 901/- without any enhancement, but there was no claim on the part of the plaintiff  regarding  any  condition  of  enhancement  or  quantum  of enhancement. It is in the cross-examination of the defendant (DW 1) that rent for the month of January, 2009 was deposited in two installments vide two separate treasury challans. Ext-Z shows that on 12/02/2009 Rs. 601/- and Ext-Z1 shows that remaining amount of Rs. 300/- deposited on 13/02/09. It is also in the admission of DW 1 that vide Ext-R3, he has deposited the rent of April, 2006 on 01/06/06.  So, without going much on the other  disputed part of  evidence regarding validity of  deposit  in court, negligence of NJ clerk, from the above two admissions of DW 1, it can safely be held that the rent as deposited in the Court as claimed by the defendants are not in accordance with the provision of  Section 5(4) of Rent  Control  Act.  Though  long  cross-examination  was  done  to  DW  1 regarding the arrear  of  rents and various other defaults  since 1985 to 2004  and  the  irregularities  in  maintaining  the  deposits,  but  for  the purpose  of  deciding  in  this  case  of  default  after  2004 till  date,  I  have picked up this evidence as relied by trial court, only for the purpose of brevity.  The plaintiff  by  way cross  examination of  defendant’s  witness DW 1 has brought on record the negligence in the part of defendant in payment of rent and also subsequent development to so non compliance of the provisions of Rent Control Act by depositing rent of one month in 2 installments (vide Exbt, Z & Z 1). These two admissions of DW 1 that the rent for month of January 2009 was paid in two installment as proved by his  own  evidence  (Ext-Z  and  Z  1),  and  vide  Ext-R3,  defendants  have deposited the rent in court beyond the period of 15 days from the rent due are sufficient to make the defendant defaulter. 
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24. It is also in the evidence of the plaintiff that before depositing the rent in court, defendants did not tender the same to landlord and that landlord had never refused to accept the rent so tendered is also glaring example of non compliance of section 5(4) of Rent Control Act. Defendant has also failed to prove that                                               ……..  Contd.. at P/11before each deposit in court, they have offered the rent to land lord with specific dates and the name of the person to whom the rent was offered and same was refused.25. Ld. Trial Court while discussing the issues has gone at length and also discussed various other evidences on record regarding deposit of rent  since  May,  1985  till  the  date  of  filing  of  the  suit  and  during continuation. As stated earlier,  I have willfully avoided to re-appreciate the evidence and discussion relating to deposit of rent prior to April 2004. 26.             In view of my above findings regarding defaulter on payment of rent before filling of the suit and even during pendency of the suit, which I have taken from the admission of the defendant (DW 1), I am of the  considered  opinion  that  though  there  are  some  irregularities  in maintaining record of NJ cases by the NJ clerk as pointed out by learned advocate for appellant regarding non-passing of any orders on some of the NJ cases, non-attachment of Treasury challans with the record though copies of those are available with the appellant/tenant and proved the same  in  Court,  but  the  same  are  not  relevant  particularly  the  above admission of DW 1. Even if Sheristadar of the Court of Munsiff No. 1 was allowed to be examined as additional evidence to prove the irregularities in  maintaining  of  the  NJ  case  records,  same  will  change  the  ultimate result of defaulter. 27. As such, in respect of Point No. 1, I am of the opinion that the petition under Order 41 Rule 27 CPC has no merit.  From the detailed discussion  of  the  Ld.  Trial  Court,  it  appears  that  though  some observations were made regarding non-passing of any order of the Court vide Ext-Jha, Nya, Ta, but as I have not taken into consideration the said documents and as such, the findings of learned trial court  has no impact on my concurrence with the final result in this issue. As discussed above, 
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defendant is negligent in his conduct.  So,  the order dated 25/11/2010 rejecting  the  prayer  of  the  defendants  to  adduce  further  evidence  by calling  the  official  witness  has  not  caused  any  prejudice  to  the defendants/tenants so far the Issue No. 4 is concerned. 

…  ……….…..  Contd.. at P/12  28.            I  have come to  above conclusion  by leaving aside the irregularities in maintaining the records. As such,  it can safely be held that  deposits  particularly  vide  Ext-R3  and  Ext-Z  and  Z1  are  not  legal deposit in the eye of law as required u/s 5(4) of the Rent Control Act and hence, these are sufficient for holding the defendants defaulter. I concur with the ultimate findings of the Ld. Trial Court that the defendants are defaulter and not protected under the Act.29. Issue No. 5 :- This issue relates to bonafide requirement of the landlord. It is the case of the plaintiff that though they are the landlord of the suit premises and the lease continued for more than 35 years but due to passage of time and increase in family members, the plaintiff has been compelled to do business in a very small area and also have been staying in rented premises. The plaintiff in their evidence particularly PW 1 and PW 5 have vividly described their deplorable condition of living in rented premises and described as to how they have squeezed themselves in a common business place with their relatives in the campus of Birdhichand Kesardeo. The above evidence of plaintiff side remained unshaken during cross-examination of PWs. The defendant side failed to give any better evidence to show that plaintiff’s claim for bonafide requirement is either fanciful  or  not  based  on  reality.  Learned  advocate  for  appellant  has rightly argued that availability of separate premises to defendants cannot be a ground for bonafide requirement as proved by plaintiff in evidence but  at  the  same  time  it  cannot  be  overlooked  that  plaintiff  cannot  be allowed  to  squeeze  themselves  in  spite  of  having  own  property.  The evidence on record clearly established that the plaintiff  and his family members are in desperate need for their residence as well as business. 30. Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  in Prativa  Devi  v.  T.V. Krishnan  MANU/ SC/0811/1987 : (1996) 5 SCC 353  held that the
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“landlord  is  the  best  judge of  his  requirement and courts  have no  
concern to dictate the landlord as to how and in what manner he  
should live.”31. In Siddalingamma  and  Anr. v. Mamtha  Shenoy [MANU/SC/ 0657/2001 :  AIR 2001 SC 2896]  Hon'ble Supreme Court of  India  held that ----------                                                                         ……..  Contd.. at P/13

“while  determining  the  case  of  eviction  of  the  tenant,  an  approach  
either  too liberal  or  too conservative  or  pedantic  must  be  guarded  
against. If the landlord wishes to live with comfort in a house of his  
own, the law does not command or compel him to squeeze himself and  
dwell  in  lesser  premises  so  as  to  protect  the  tenant's  continued  
occupation in tenancy premises..”32. Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  in  the  reported  in Dattatraya Laxman Kamble v. Abdul Sasul Moulali Kotkune MANU/SC/ 0301/1999:AIR 1999 SC 2226, held as follows:
"The landlord who seeks eviction of this tenant on the ground of bona  
fide requirement of starting business need not establish that he possess  
the know-how necessary for doing the business. If a person wants to  
start a new business of his own it may be to his own advantage if he  
acquires  experience  in  that  time.  But  to  say  that  any  venture  of  a  
person in the business field without acquiring past experience reflects  
lack of his bona fides is a fallacious and unpragmatic approach. Many  
a business have flourished in this country by leaps and bounds which  
were started by novice in the field; and many other business ventures  
have  gone  haywire  despite  vast  experience  to  the  credit  of  the  
propounders. The view that acquisition of sufficient know-how is a pre-
condition for even proposing to start any business, if gains approval as  
a proposition of law, is likely to shatter the initiative of young talents  
and deter  new entrepreneurs from entering any field of  business or  
commercial activity".33. Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in the case of Mainak Bhowal--VS-Biswajit Gupta and Ors. [ 2004 (3) GLT 431,]
“  7  )  In  para  5  of  the  judgment  in  Akhileshwar  Kumar  and  Ors,  
Appellants Vs. Mustaqim and Ors. , Respondents, (2003) 1 SCC 462 the  
Hon'ble  Supreme Court  did  not  sustain the  observation  of  the  High  
Court that the requirement pleaded by the plaintiffs fell short of a need  
and was merely a desire. According to the Hon'ble Supreme Court, a  
detailed  and  exhaustive  judgment  based  on  evidence  and  relevant  
circumstances  cannot  be  upset  by  the  High  Court  in  exercise  of  its  
revisional  jurisdiction.  It  was  further  held  that  the  genuineness  of  
bonafide requirement cannot be doubted just because the son of the  
landlord is  involved  in the family  business  provisionally  in order  to  
assist his father (landlord). Therefore, the argument advanced by Mr.  
Choudhury  that  both  the  sons  are  employed  in  the  family  business  
cannot be a ground to reject the claim of the respondent (plaintiff).  
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Therefore, this Court is not inclined to interfere with the findings of the  
Courts below with regard to the plea of bonafide requirement.”34. Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in the reported case of Data India Ltd.  and Ors VS-- United Publishers and Anr [2005 (1) GLT 437] upon placing reliance on several reported cases of Hon'ble Supreme Court of India observed that………….                                               ……..  Contd.. at P/14

(48) The Apex Court in Dattatraya Laxman kamble Vs.  Abdul Rasul  
Moulali Kotkunde ((1999) 4 SCC 1), in Shiv Sarup Gupta Vs. Dr. Mahesh  
chand  Gupta  ((1999)  6  SCC  222),  in  Prativa  Devi  (SMT)Vs.  T.  V.  
Krishnan ((1996) 5 SCC 353) and in Ragavendra kumar Vs. Firm Prem  
Machinery and Co. ((2000) 1 SCC 679), has held that if the landlord  
can prove that its needs to occupy the tenanted premises is natural,  
real,  sincere and honest,  the  said need is  bonafide  and therefore,  a  
decree  for  eviction  on  the  ground  of  bonafide  requirement  can  be  
passed. The Apex Court has further held that the landlord is the best  
judge of his requirement for residential or business purposes and he  
has got complete freedom in the matter.  Therefore,  the need of  the  
landlord must be genuine, natural,  real,  sincere and honest so as to  
become the bonafide need of the landlord.”35. So, considering the above ratios and also the facts in hand, it can safely be held that plaintiffs claim of bonafide requirement is not a desire  rather  a  genuine  need  to  grow/survive  and  live  in  a  decent manner. By giving cogent and reliable evidence plaintiff has been able to sufficiently  prove  their  bonafide  requirement  of  the  suit  premises  for their  own use.  While discussing the issue learned trial  court has dealt with the evidence in proper perspective and committed no mistake.  As such, I concur with the findings of the Ld. Trial Court on this issue. 36. Issue Nos. 6 and 7 :-   Both  the  issues  are  related  to  reliefs.  In view of my findings of Issue Nos. 1 to 5, respondent/plaintiff are entitled for  a  decree  for  ejectment  of  the  defendants/appellants  from  the  suit premises. Ld. Trial Court has rightly decided these two issues in favour of the plaintiff  and decreed the suit of the plaintiff  for recovery of vacant possession by evicting the defendants from the suit premises as well as for recovery of the arrear rent if any subject to adjustment of rent already deposited in court with or without following the due procedure of law.37. To sum up, I hold that there is no merit in the petition u/o 41 R 27 CPC as well as in the appeal. The appeal deserves to be dismiised with costs which I do accordingly.  
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O R D E R 38. The appeal is dismissed on contest with cost. The petition of the appellant u/o 41 R 27 CPC is also dismissed. The judgment and decree passed  by  Ld.  Trial  Court  on  20/08/2011  in  Title  Suit  No.  483/07  is affirmed and upheld.                                                                ……..  Contd.. at P/1539. Prepare the decree within 15 days from today accordingly.40. Send down the case record of T.S. No. 483/2007 to learned Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati with a copy of this judgment.Given under  my hand and seal  of  this  court  on this  20th day of 

December, 2012.
 Dictated & Corrected by me,
          Civil Judge No. 3,                                                      Civil Judge No. 3,       Kamrup, Guwahati.                                                  Kamrup, Guwahati.
 


